MONUMENTS
Buildings by Ricardo Bofill
This buildings consist of three incredible complementary spaces.

LA MURALLA ROJA
This building dates back to 1972 and its architecture is adapted to
the topography of the Cliff where it is located.
The configuration of the building evoques the aesthetics of
architecture, going back to the Mediterranean tradition of the
kasbah: passages, terraces, staircases and patios that
Communicate with each as an extensión of the interior living
spaces. In addition, it features a wide variety of colors, which was
done with the intention of contrasting the landscape, sky and
natural light.
XANADÚ
Constructed between 1966 and 1968. Architecturally, it is an
experimental prototype of a garden city in space, achieved with
various levels and heights Connected by ramps and stairs.
The building takes the castle as a reference and is developed in
order to obtain an inspired configuration on the Peñón de Ifach.
The overall cubic shape is adorned with railing and curved roofs
that make its spaces into something majestic.
EL AFITEATRO
Constructed between 1983 and 1985. It is located on the top of a
Cliff with magnificent views of the sea and the Peñón de Ifach.
It consists of a complex formed by 27 luxury homes, a shared pool
and several solariums that are modeled as a classical
amphitheater. The pool occupies the space used as the “stage” in
the Greek tradition and extends to the Cliff framing the landscape.

Casanova
Casanova is a fortified country house of historic and architectural
interest, which integrates housing and work areas (olive and wine
presses, olive mills, pens and stables).

Probably built in the late 17th or early 18th century, the building is a
visual and scenic landmark that dominate most of the municipal
area.
Its different rooms and living spaces will transport you, allowing you
to enjoy the distinctive charms of past eras.

Castellet de Calp
These are the remains of a watchtower Constructed in the late 16th
century to prevent the attack of Berber pirates.
Historically and architecturally, it is an example of military
architecture, and was built on the site of the old Castell de Calpe
(12th to 14th century) usuing its remains.

Among other treasures, the remains of the base of the wall and
rock-cut cisterns are still preserved.

Hermitage of San Juan de la Cometa
Located on the Tosal de La Cometa, this complex of historic and
religious interest is formed by the buildings of an old fortified
country house that was Constructed in the late 17th or early 18th
century.
It is thought that the Hermitage, which was dedicated to St. John
the Baptist, was the chapel used by the fortifications in the rural
area of La Cometa.

In front of the chapel, there are two “riurau” and there are still
three Wells, one of which retains its conical cover, a cistern and a
system for collecting reinwater.
The feast of St. John is celebrated here each year on the 24th of
June.
Hermitage of San Salvador
This is a building of a nave that is rectangular in shape. The interior is
divided into three sections by two pointed arches that rest on
Stone pillars that develop into buttresses towards the exterior of the
façades.
According to mapping, the Hermitage existed at its present
location in 1745. The old stations of the cross were destroyed during
the Civil War. In 1945 they were restored and worship in the
hermitage began once again. The current station of the cross are
from 1993.
Until well into the 20th century, sailors kept an oil lamp on the front
of the building lit, which served as guide for vessels seeking
anchorage. From there you can see the olive tree next to the main
façade, the source of fuel oil.

This hermitage opens its doors on the 6th of August to celebrate the
feast of San Salvador. Traditionally those who live on the Street of
the hermitage have benn responsible for its maintenance, even
keeping the keys to the chapel.

“Baños de la Reina” Archaelogical site
The bay of Calpe with the vigilant rock of Ifach has been a
landscape admired and appreciated by the different cultures that
have been part of this land since ancient time.
The Roman site of “Baños de la Reina” in Calpe is an exceptional
coastal enclave. Located in front of a bay with calm waters and
sheltered by the Peñón de Ifach, it still submerges its rocky arms in
the crystalline waters of Mare Nostrum today.

The sea and salt were the basis an the sustenance of the ancient
Roman colonists, giving rise to fluid comercial exchanges that there
is evidence of. This activity produced a small population who built
their houses on the coastal dunes, resulting in selective and
diversified urban planning.
After the passage of time and centuries of neglect, the popular
imagination inherited the ancient legacy, identifying the pools as
the “baths of the Moorish queen”, which is how the site got its
name. The existence of some drainage passages, now closed,
adds to the myth: these were the tunnels that reached a mysterius
place which the “Moorish queen” used to get to her coastal bath.
This popular belief is also an important part of the cultural heritage
of the site.

Torreó de la Peça
Between the 13th and 14th centuries, the rural Community of
Calpe was walled in order to protect it from Moorish attacks. Its
coastal location meant that the Community suffered from
continuous pirate attacks, which is why Carlos V ordered that the
walls be repaired in the 16th century. Those who lived nearby had
to access the citadel through a single gate known as “El Portalet”.
The hardest attack took place in 1637. Berber pirates invaded the
town without being seen. The guards were sleeping, so they
climbed over the walls using ladders. During the attack, they took
virtually every resident captive.

Another of the most important attacks on the town, which is the
origin of its patrón saint festivities, occurred on October 22nd, 1744.
After this pirate assault a Project to fortify the town was started, and
a second wall that surrounds the suburb and the old citadel was
built. The “Torreó de la Peça” is named after a small fort destroyed
in the 20th century that once contained an artillery piece.
Torre Molí del Morelló
This building, a wind-powered flour mil characteristic of the Marina
Alta región that dates back to the mid-19th century, is located at
the western end of the “Baños de la Reina” archaeological site.
The building has a cylindrical floor plan, which rises above the
natural floor. It was Constructed from worked natural Stone and
joined with plenty of lime moratr, forming a thick wall. Its various
peculiarities will make this building surprise you.

Pou Salat
This 18th century rural construction, which provided water for
domestic use by the people of Calpe, also served as a drinking
trough, until the piping from the “Pou Roig” well to Calpe was
completed in 1878.

A small monolith of carved Stone was incorporated into the
structure of the well to hold jugs and containers to be filled with
water, as well as a small fountain.
Llavador de la Font
On May 15th, 1878, the facilities – the washing place, hut, siphons,
and other complementary works – were opened, after taking two
years to complete the underground piping from the “Pou Roig”
well.

Those responsible for “la Font”, who lived in the hut that was there,
accepted the task of charging users five cents for each two jugs of
water and between 25 and 50 cents to do laundry. Starting in the
1940s, water began to be delivered to homes on horseback and in
carts designed for this purpose, until 1963, when the town was
equipped with running water due to the considerable population
increase.
In late 1998, restoration works began and unearthed the two basins
of the washing place that were buried in order to build the current
avenue.

The reconstruction, designed by artists Elías Úrbez and Esteban
Juárez, includes the construction of a portico or “riurau”, which
houses the basins of the old washing place, as well as the
restoration of the hut where the taps were located, and the
creation of a landscape area.
La Pobla d’Ifac
The Medieval Town of Ifac is known for being a unique
archaeological site in the Valencian Community, and is the only of
its kind that has never been studied, excavated, or transformed
before, which makes it a unique and exceptional site.

It is an urban enclave that dates back to the late 13th century,
inspired by admiral Roger de Llúria, one of the most important
figures of the time. It was a huge walled area with a complex
access system, rooms, storehouses, houses and an impressive
church dedicated to “Nuestra Señora de los Ángeles” with a
medieval cemetery at its feet. However, it was short-lived, and
existed no longer than 100 years. Historical changes forced its
abandonment and the movement of the colonists of Ifach to the
hill where you now find the walls and historic area of Calpe.
The site’s importance is also demonstrated by the fact that it is
located at the foot of the “Peñón de Ifach”, which was recently
named a Wonder of the Valencian Community in the natural
monument category.
Since 2005, the Diputación de Alicante through the Archaeology
Museum (MARQ), along with the government of Calpe and the
collaboration of the park’s management and technical team,
have been working on the future adjustement of the
archaeological remains.

Parish Church of “Nuestra Señora de las Nieves”
During the 1970s, the modern Parish church of the Virgen de las
Nieves was built next to the old church. It was last remodeled in
1996, when there was a fire on the altar during the patrón saint
festivities. Highlights include its frescoes, the stained glass window in
its ceiling and the mosaic on its façade.

Its noteworthy stained glass Windows and façade decorated with
an old mosaic, unveiled on October 22nd, 1997, depict various
passages from the Old and New Testaments, as well as images of
Cristo del Sudor and “Virgen de las Nieves”.
In front of its is the town square, rebuilt in 1996, which is one of the
most beautiful places in Calpe and the ideal place to stop along
the way.
Old Church
The old church was built in the early 15th century, atop and old
chapel from the Christian conquest. This fortified Mudéjar Gothic
building originally combined religious and defensive functions,
since it was a place of refuge when the community was under
attack.

Inside you can see a panel painting in tempera from the 15th
century which depicts St. Anthony the Abbot, St. Cosmas and St.
Damian, created by the workshop of the master Perea, and of
great artistic value. It also houses the images of “Cristo del Sudor”,
the patron saint of the municipality, “Santo Sepulcro”, and the
“Virgen del Carmen” the patron saint of sailors.
The entire building, as well as the various works that are kept inside
of it, which depict St. Anthony the Abbot, St. Cosmas and St.
Damian are attributed to a student of Juan Rexach, from a prized
and valuable cultural ensemble.

Parish Church of “Nuestra Señora de la Merced”
The urban growth of the municipality led to the creation of a new
Parish in Urbanización de la Merced on Avenida Jaume I.
Although construction of the church began in 1980s, it was not
established as a Parish until June of 2006. It is a simple, gabled
building of recent construction.

“Forat de la Mar” and “Arrabal”
After the danger of pirates ceased, the residents of Calpe opened
breaches in some side streets that were closed by the 18th century
walls. From here you can access the suburb, with San Roque,
Puchalt and Pescadores being the most picturesque streets.

Fishing captains used to gather next to “Forat de la Mar” each
morning to go to the sea, since they could view the sea conditions
from there and accordingly decide whether or not they could fish.
The contemporary “Plaza dels Mariners” owes its name to the
“Portal de la Mar”. Located at one end of the plaza, the gate was
the place where residents accessed the sea from their homes.

Mosaic Mural
This work by Alicante painter and muralist Gastón Castelló is
located on the main façade of the Tourism Office. It is an allegory
for the town of Calpe: fishing, the “Peñón de Ifach”, crops and its
inhabitants.

“Vella d’Oltà” Hermitage
It is located in the “Sierra d’Oltà”, in the recration area called
“Área recreativa de la Ermita Vella”, which can be reached by a
trail that starts at the “Monte Oltà” PR-CV340 camping area. The
building was Constructed in 2002, features a gabled roof with
curved tile, and is primarily made of stone.
Due to the uniqueness of the area, the natural features of the
hermitage have been enhanced by planting native species.

